Thiol oxidation of cell signaling proteins: Controlling an apoptotic equilibrium.
Studies of cell signal transduction have predominantly focused on regulation of protein function by phosphorylation. However, recent efforts have begun to uncover another layer of regulation mediated by direct oxidation of cysteine residues in signaling proteins. Typically induced during signaling responses accompanied by generation of reactive oxygen species, these thiol modifications have a variety of functional consequences for target proteins. Using specific signaling protein targets as examples, we discuss how thiol oxidation generally activates pro-apoptotic signaling pathways while inhibiting pathways that promote cell survival. We propose a model in which thiol oxidation acts to control the equilibrium between survival and apoptosis, fine tuning cellular responses that play a central role in the apoptotic decision-making process. We identify areas of focus for future work, including a better understanding of specificity in thiol oxidation events, and a critical need for approaches to examine these modifications under physiologically relevant signaling conditions.